MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between
Russian State University for the Humanities
(Moscow, Russia)
and
Amity University Haryana
(Gurgaon, India)

Russian State University for the Humanities (further called RSUH) in the name of its Rector, Eugene N. Ivahnenko, and Amity University Haryana (further called AUH), in the name of its Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Padmakali Banerjee, further called “Parties”, for the purpose offer their development of mutual cooperation agreed on the following, referred to as Subject of Agreement:

Article1.

The subject of the current Agreement is to develop the mutual cooperation between RSUH and AUH in the field of (Russian and Indian studies; Study of Hindi and Russian; Comparative Literature Studies; Oriental Studies; Historical Studies; International Relations; Political Studies; Ancient and Mediaeval Indian History; Art History; Philosophy; Sociology; Law), etc. The agreement also includes developing mutual co-operation between International Centre for South Asian Studies, RSUH and Centre for BRICS studies, AUH.

Article2.

Depending on available resources and needs that both parties have to this agreement, the cooperation can develop in the following fields:

- Joint research activities;
- Joint organization and participation in seminars, courses, workshops and other academic meetings on matters of mutual benefit;
- Academic mobility (of faculty members, students, graduates, postgraduates, etc.);
- Joint/Split Ph. D for Faculty and Students;
- Organization of summer and winter schools;
- Exchange of publications and other teaching materials

Article3.

Both Parties agree to develop the above activities and to contribute to the success of collaborative educational and research programs. Type, scope and manner of implementation of respective forms of cooperation will be specified in additional protocols.

Article4.

The Parties will promote an establishment of direct contacts between them and participate in search of sources of finance for the joint programs and projects.
Article 5.

This Agreement shall be in effect from the date of its signing and be valid for the duration of five (5) years. At the end of five years period, the Agreement can be automatically renewed each time for another five-year term as mutually agreed by both Parties.

This Agreement may be terminated by either Party by written notice at least six (6) months in advance, whereas both Parties guarantee the completion of all the implemented programs and projects.

This Agreement is written in four copies (two in Russian and two in English), all of which are authentic.
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